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Crowd transcription has caught on in recent years and has been bolstered by the design of
different interfaces to match the objectives of content co-creation (Hedges & Dunn 2018).
Examples of crowdsourced transcription outreach in the Anglophone world include
Transcribe Bentham!, the Smithsonian Transcription Center, and Zooniverse, each focusing
on activating large cultural collections. The rise of customizable, cloud-based crowd-
transcription platforms such as From the Page has led to a diversity of projects in the GLAM
sector, as well as to expert, or semi-expert, academic crowdsourcing events of limited
duration, involving "the work of skilled volunteers and collaborators transcribing documents
and even creating metadata for materials” (Bastida, 2022). In an overview of
crowd-transcription projects from 2011 to 2020, Brumfield discusses the “cross-pollination”
of crowd tasks involving archival sources, as well as the emergence of transcription for
engaging discipline-specific, expert communities. He also notes an “emerging consensus on
'free labor' and ethics,” recognising that “crowdsourcing projects cannot succeed without
guidance, support, and intervention by institutional staff" (Brumfield, 2020).

In January 2023, our own transcription event took place in Besançon, France. It grew out of
the Paris Bible Project [parisbible.github.io] which aims to understand the production and
diffusion of the mass-produced biblical manuscripts in medieval Europe using digital
methods. Inspired by two events organized for medievalists to transcribe multiple witnesses
of the same medieval textual tradition (Morreale, 2020 and 2021), ours was a week-long
event developed in collaboration with master’s students at the Université de Franche-Comté.
It was not designed as a kick-off event for an institutional transcription project, but aimed to
model forms of collaborative research-based inquiry in collaboration with HTR (Healey,
2005).

In our paper, we argue that since there is a large variety of expert and semi-expert
communities interested in the future of the "transcribe-a-thon," we need to design such events
both for these communities as well as for the potential reuse of their data. We also argue that,
while such community events are often sponsored by research-led projects, they should not
only be held to improve the quality of data, but they should also be framed as opportunities to
learn elements of data literacy, particularly when the "academic crowd" is made up of
students.

Brumfield suggested that the rise of artificial intelligence would change the crowdsourced
transcription practices of projects in the 2020s (Brumfield, 2020). His observation has most
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definitely been borne out in the case of HTR platforms such as Transkribus, e-Scriptorium or
Calfa, since the creation of ground truth for specialized HTR models requires a significant
amount of expert human labor. The National Archives of Finland, for example, had a team of
volunteers create ground truth of court records from different jurisdictions in Finland (Kallio,
2017), with the objective of training a model that could transcribe the 600,000 images from
the collection. Other events focus instead on crowd post-correction of HTR output (HTREC,
2022). We even called our own event a "correct-a-thon,” by which we meant that the focus of
the event was on thinking about how HTR systems can (and cannot) transcribe the full
complexity of writing systems such as medieval manuscripts. Other projects carried out in
the classroom have been developed with a similar critical perspective in mind
(Schlagdenhauffen, 2020), but they have benefited from greater contact hours.

Academic crowdsourcing depends on a set of skills and expert knowledge (Ridge, 2020). As
such, it can be a demanding endeavor both for those leading and those participating,
especially when events are short in duration. In our case, we aimed to produce data that
would be reusable, but guidance and careful design were necessary elements for that to be the
case. We also wanted our initiative to provide an opportunity for experiential learning,
grounded in an ethical digital pedagogy and values-based teaching, in which we discussed
with the students the biases of computer vision for paleography. It was important to us that
the correct-a-thon provide participants with specific, transferable digital skills and more
generally, an opportunity to learn more about codicology, palaeography and the materiality of
manuscripts. With this content-specific focus, we also wanted our participants to learn about
research processes and how they might integrate digital tools into their own research while
working together in a team. Furthermore, as a crowdsourcing event, it was important that the
participants were duly acknowledged for their contributions, "balancing credit and privacy"
(Brumfield, 2020). We chose two specific forms of academic recognition: the publication of
results on a scholarly blog as well as a collective publication of ground truth, indexed in HTR
United, providing students as well with an opt-out from inclusion of their names in the
project if they so desired (Chagué et al, 2021; Romein et al, 2022).

In order to be sure that these educational goals were achieved, it is important to remember
that any such "transcribe-a-thon" or "correct-a-thon" is based on a specific workflow which
must be tailored to the particular participants (Dariah Campus 2020). In our paper, we
identify some of the most important ways that an event of limited duration can be designed as
such. In particular, the correct-a-thon did not focus on all aspects of the set-up of the HTR
process, but omitted (admittedly important) questions of document ingestion, layout analysis,
and model training. Instead, we focused on post-correct using specific transcription norms, on
variation in a single type of script and on model retraining (Guéville & Wrisley, 2020). As
such, rather than being only an exercise in ground truth creation, the event led to a much
deeper set of conversations about the challenges of HTR with medieval manuscripts and how
data creation is intimately linked to research questions. This meant, of course, that there was
a tradeoff between progress on the transcription and the scholarly engagement of the master's
students. This "slower" progress on the data creation may be disappointing to some, but we
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feel that projects involving academic crowdsourcing, must ethically and pedagogically, focus
on the communities which participate in them.
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